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{bathrooms} transform

Update your bathroom with a next -.generation
basin that fuses function with flair
WORDS ANNA Id cC LELLAND
rue EIO gwoLw from purely

utilitztrlan spaces no tinaiRcrus pamper zones, i:NWr fixtures
one foLtowing suit. With lavish powder rooms. ,lick shower
spaces and increasIngLy elegant en-suites. the ngt-so-hOrnbie
basin is under the spotlight 'Basins have developed from a sotely
his Or Nue, holes Marten
Functional Item to a design
@t
of liansgrohe Oceania Six key -trends are shaprigtl-re Latest
Looks, with flew basin styles t-C. Suit every bathroom. 5

Mimic these subtle
curves with the 0 rnviv
'KU above-counter
basin. $496. Reece.

Stockists, page 245
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The stark, geometrlc shapes of previous years
are being re-imagined in earthy materials and
textures - think smooth timber and natural.
stone. "Indoor plants. wood and polished
concrete are creating an indoor-outdoor
environment with a combination of natural and
Industrial. materials,' says Hansgrohe Ocea n
Dr Nicholas Mitten "Organic shapes remain
popular and basins with curved, soft square
edges continue to trend welt."

'Pimp' Win, from
$490, Paco Jaanson.

lirit-biliallStone

basins epitomise the organic trend:
find a wide range at Marble & Ceramic Corp.

Ylacte, 5,1\ arts i sire .? igit

Adasso lierres" countertop
basin, $295, Tradelink,

reivoik a Strol.. ;(44.1

.
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trend 2:

I

"Thin is in $1,1rrikne shapes are currently on trend, offering form without
says Belinda Geels of Reece. From pressed steel to thinly sliced stone, skinny
minny basins bring refined elegance to the bathroom The trend is enhanced
by new technologies and manufacturing methods that facilitate the production
of thinner profiles. At [renowned global trade fair] ISH, Laufer revealed
a phenomenal material. called SaphirKeramik, a new ceramic with greater Flexural
strength than tr3dItloral ceramic, treating *molting opportunities for basins with

thinner profiles," reports Belinda. 'Thanks to its potential to create thinnerbodied products. it uses Less. material_ and therefore creates Less waste."

'FlaveLto (Id' basin. $730..

v.oria,gALbert.

These basins, des ired by Philippe
Starck Fir Duravit will be available
in Australia through Bathe soon.

Catalano 'P
basin, from $794,
RoierseLler.

Fisefelles.
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Its time again for tradition! bathroom asigners are
delving into the archives to revive the most evocative

Perrin & Rowe 'Art Deco'
pedestal basin (Left), $al
The English Tapware Co;

I

looks of the past. Art Deco Is having a moment,
as is traditional Victorian and Edwardian styling and
anything with antlque charm. "I think vintage style
is going to get a head of steam in the bathroom,
and decoration will have a strong role to play,- says
Darren Gentler of Minosa. A gorgeous faceted bash
nods to the hard-edged decadence of 1420a and 19305
decor, while a simple design set on a glamorous
Console is Just the ticket for a classic bathroom. >

'Coco MY wall
basin (right), S560,
Paco Jaanson

Devon & Devon

'Colette' console
bash In White.
$4990, Candana.

Stockists, page 246

For Luxe vintage style Like
this-, check out the Parisi

`Hermitage' console basin,
$3590, Just Battiroo mwa re
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$50 each,

Paco Jaanson
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trend 4: -41Als 12, 16%a17-114-ics
If the idea of coloured fittings coniurts visions of the overthe-top eighties, think again. The newest hot hues for basins
are vibrant statement-makers. "Basin materials have taken on
a really new dimension In the Last five years - for a tong time
they only came in white and they were all_ ceramic.' says
Darren Genner of Minosa. Now, choices range from dramatic
black to sunny yellow and every colour in between. Colour
aside. polished stone, metals and spun-glass offer a more
subtle yet equally striking -take on the trend.

01111/Vori

'Labs'

round basin, from
$1199, Ca ndana.

Kohler 'Kailas' spun- glassundercounter basin. $749,
Tradelink.

7
hanging yuur basin oan be as eeeY update, provided
You retain your bathroom's original plumbing and tap configuration. "Depending on whether
you're using ex fisting tapwaro or purollaming mew, there may he limitations as to the type
of basin that w ill it your apace," says Belinda Geels of Beebe. "Take height and reach
;.

k
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trend 5:

/4.19uve
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inspired by ancient Chinese wash bowls. vessel-style sinks offer a new
Look with an aid-world feel, "The popularity of above-counter basins.
standing proudly with high-rise mixers, continues to grow In the
Australian market," says Dr Nicholas Marten of Hansgrohe Oceania,
Bawls are available In all shapes, colours, patterns and materials.
and deliver real wow factor, especially in a powder room.

kar_p

tst

Kohler 'Leaf' basin: --$549. Tradelink.

Duravit Starck countertop
basin, $1041, Bathe.

140 {JULY

20131 horn ebeau htuleorn .au

in and the apace,

'Amalfi 55' vessel. basin.
$730, Victoria & Albert.
Stockists, page 245
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'ScoopED' washbasin,
from $1650. Minosa.

e Eve
;th
integrated cabinet,
from $3989.
Fatper

wash has i

Regerseller.

trend6 :in

retie

Basins that merge fluidly with the vanity are also hitting their straps. 'Integration - where the
surface of the bcpwt and the bench are one - is one of the strongest trends I'm seeing," says
Darren Genner of Minosa. -At a recent global trade fair we saw basins merge with baths to
create impressive. completely Integrated pieces. as well as moulded basins that blend
seamlessly with furniture and even walls." adds Belinda Geels of Reece. If space Is a concern,
a small wall-mounted basin with bulLt-in vanity and storage shelf is a trendsetting solution

134'_AiistraLlan-made

vanity, from $3200, Formed.
'Crest' basin,
from p995, Apalser.
Stockists, page 246

;
Laufer 'PaLorn-ba"-caunterjr
wall. basin, $1337, Reece.
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